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initial proposal

Promoting awareness, understanding, and revival of Nebraska’s agricultural heritage and support for
family farms are the goals of this project. A series of signs, agricultural highlights, and a learning center between
Omaha and Lincoln will serve to accomplish these goals.
Background
Nebraska is losing its small towns, its independent farmers, and to some degree its heritage. With the
introduction of the corporate farms and the interstate, Nebraska, like other agriculture states, is going through
a major transformation. The interstate allows farmers to go to larger cities to purchase things at a lower cost,
thus forcing small town businesses to close. Another contributing factor to the decline of small towns is the
loss of farms and people moving to cities for a new life. From 1982 to 2003 Nebraska lost approximately 10,000
farms according to the Nebraska Agricultural Statistics Service. Corporate farms are beginning to force out the
independent farmers with their large budget, good production, and great work forces. Even though law restricts
corporate farms in Nebraska, they are still becoming a strong inﬂuence in the state. Family farms are a way of life
for a large group of people in Nebraska.
Agriculture’s inﬂuence on Nebraska is becoming less and less apparent to the city dwellers. Small towns
are dwindling and farming is being headed by corporations. Nebraska needs its independent farmers and to
protect its heritage and strengthen its awareness of the family farmer. “Nebraska’s farms and ranches utilize 46.4
million acres - 96% of the state’s total land area.” according to the Nebraska Department of Agriculture. Everyone in the state should have some degree of awareness as to the degree of inﬂuence that agriculture has on the
state, and in the nation.
Description
This project, ag80, is meant to revive the heritage and promote awareness of the importance of agriculture within the state. The lack of awareness is especially widespread in urban areas, where people may have
never seen or experienced a farm. Targeting the urban areas and their lack of awareness will begin to spread the
knowledge and understanding of the importance of agriculture to the state. Two of the largest urban centers in
Nebraska, Omaha and Lincoln, are located approximately 60 miles apart on Interstate-80. This serves as an appropriate location to promote and highlight some of Nebraska’s agriculture.
The goal of this project is to revive, highlight, and modify family farms and renew interest in agriculture throughout urban centers and the state. The project will consist of a series of informative features along I-80 between
Lincoln and Omaha. There are three main components to the project: 1)informative signage, 2)agricultural
highlights, and 3)a central learning space, the AgCenter. Some of the locations will simply be visual updates for
drivers or news briefs meant to be read at 75 mph. Other sections will begin to highlight the variety of natural
and man-altered features of the land. The focal point will be a learning center with a wide variety of uses and
features.
One of the main goals of this project is to alert the nonfarmer of what happens outside of the city. It is
one thing to drive by a farm, but to begin to see the debates, lifestyle, and other features of farming are important for the nonfarmer to understand. Also, allowing children of all backgrounds to get a better understanding
of what happens throughout the state on the agricultural side. Promoting the state’s resources and heritage will
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provide people with a better sense of place, history, and hopefully a stronger appreciation for the state.
1) Signage
Commercial signage is prevalent and common along all major arteries, and the interstate is no exception. But signage that actually relays important information and relevant facts and ﬁgures is rare. Informative
signage would be placed along the interstate on either side allowing vehicles to be updated in up-to-date agriculture events, debates, and discussions. There would also be signs that would be updated with important facts
about the state’s productions and current situation in the agricultural area.
These signs would be used to make facts and issues available to everyone driving by, and thus create a
stronger sense of unity within the state. The signage would take a critical look at modern farming practices and
the lost culture of the state, and country.
2) Highlights
The landscape and agricultural elements vary considerably along I-80, even in the short distance
between Lincoln and Omaha. The majority of these features and changes are unnoticed by the passerby. It is
important for people to take notice of the landscape and this part of the project is intended to bring life to the
roadside. A series of agricultural features will be highlighted along the interstate to bring attention to the wide
variety of crops and resources in the state. Creating a linear ribbon of year-round color through native and local
crops is one method in bringing interest to the landscape and the agriculture. This component of the project
would be a large-scale land-art project. Another way is to bring the barns closer to the road so that travelers can
get a closer look into the workings on a farm. Other features will be included to allow the autos to take a more
active role in observing the agriculture.
This section of the project is intended to bring the traﬃc one step closer into the farming world, while
still allowing people to take a passive role in learning. The objective of these elements is to alert the travelers to
the innate beauty and intricacies of farming and make them more curious about the process of agriculture.
3) The AgCenter
The other two parts of the project are setting up the third and core element, The AgCenter. This would
be in a central location and be available to host a wide variety of functions. The intention is that it would blend
into a working farm and allow people to gain active knowledge of the farming world by engaging in diﬀerent activities. This would also be a place for farmers to learn new ways to help increase their productivity and
year-round economies. The Center would be a place of debate, learning, auctioning, buying, selling, congregation, working, tourism, research, and more. A very ﬂexible and large space is required to perform all of the tasks
required. This will be a place for both farmers and nonfarmers to come together and discuss and learn from each
other. It is important that this center allow farming on the site to occur. This might be an adapted section of a
family farm, a place within a coop, or an outreach research program of the University. The center would need to
draw people and interact with the land.
The structure would need to be usable four seasons and incorporate both indoor and outdoor activities.
Agriculture would be visible and approachable from all areas. Farming would not only be seen from the roadside
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roadside anymore, but people would be able to experience diﬀerent aspects to the farming world. The Center
will house a variety functions to promote the welfare and recognition of the Nebraska farmer.
Trajectory – Timeline for ag80
Fall 2004
-Initial Research/Program Outline – 3rd Week
(Through the research and initial stages of project development a
comprehensive program for ag80 will be created.)
-Program/Conceptual Presentation – 10th Week
(This time will be used to further the conceptual ideas surrounding the
project and will lead to initial schematic designs.)
-Schematic Design Presentation – 15th Week
(The conceptual ideas will be the basis of schematic designs and form the
groundwork for the ﬁnal design.)
-Student Revision – Arranged through Faculty
Spring 2005
-Schedule for Semester and First Design Iteration – 3rd Week
(Schematic designs will lead to an initial design for the project, and details
will begin to be designed.)
-Major Design Review – 10th-12th Week
(The main design will be developed and headway for the ﬁnal presentation
will be continued.)
-Individual Review – Finals Week
All time guidelines taken from “Memo to 5th Year students, 08/25/03,” from Mark Hoistad, and subject to change
as necessary. Sentences in ( )’s are my addition to the memo delivered by Mark Hoistad.
Site
Exact locations for the elements have not yet been determined. Research and surveying will help in
locating the spaces as will a set of criteria for each of the three elements. The general location of the site, as
mentioned, will be between Lincoln and Omaha along I-80. The exact locations will determined with respect to
a variety of features. The criteria include visibility, landscape, location, traﬃc, surroundings, and more.
1) Signage Sites: Site Selection Criteria
-strong visibility from I-80
-high volume of traﬃc
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-locations of slow moving traﬃc (oﬀ-ramps, construction sites, city entrances,
etc.)
-few distractions for interfere with the signage
The main factors in determining sign locations will be traﬃc volume, visibility, landscape features, and
traﬃc type. On the Lincoln end the section between the 56th St exit and Waverly will provide a lot of open area
and high traﬃc. Going west out of Omaha the ﬁrst Gretna exit provides a strong location with out any large built
features. Areas just outside of Omaha and Lincoln will produce a heavier traﬃc ﬂow, and the outskirts have no
major distractions to take away from the signs. Good traﬃc and visibility make these two locations work for the
signs. These areas will provide ideal locations for the signs and allowing the most people to use this feature. This
signage will begin to entice nonfarmers into taking a more active roll in learning about the state’s agriculture.
2) Highlights: Site Selection Criteria
-good visibility from I-80
-fertile land to display the state’s crops
The agricultural highlights will be placed so that they will embody Nebraska’s agriculture and allow
travelers to see what their state produces and the artiﬁcial beauty of agriculture. The hills and valleys along the
interstate create an eﬀect of screening and revealing, this will be perfect to display the highlight section. There is
a lot of farmland in-between exits and without a lot of buildings or structures that allow the beauty of the land to
be clearly seen. This section of the project will occur in the strongest agricultural areas with good visibility from
the interstate. There are great views into valleys of crops along the interstate, and a large-scale land-art project
can be used to accentuate and draw attention to the land. Highlighting the agriculture and the working farm
will get people interested in the work that is happening and the landscape around them.
3) The AgCenter: Site Selection Criteria
-good visibility and access from I-80
-large working farm site
-variety of land features: trees, large rolling hills, water, and terraced land
-ability to adapt to diﬀerent crops and livestock
This is the most crucial piece to ﬁnd the appropriate site. The site needs to have visibility from the interstate. There needs to be plenty of farmable land around it, and a farmstead somewhere within the whole site.
This site will include a large piece of land, of which most will be farmed, and the rest will be for the building and
other farm related buildings. The land may be as much as a section, 640 acres, or as small as a half-section. The
key is that it is good farming land and allows easy access and visibility from the interstate. It is also important
that there is a range of landscape features and vegetation. This piece of land is representing a much larger area,
the state of Nebraska.
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Choosing the sites for all of the included program will be a large part of the project. These diﬀerent
components all require ideal locations, and their success or failures will rely heavily on the site selections. If the
elements do not interact with the interstate and provoke people’s minds then the project will fail. Success for
ag80 depends on the response of both farmers and nonfarmers. This is a project dedicated to the agricultural
side of the state, but intended to further the success of Nebraska as a whole.
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i P A R K 8 0 : promoting an awareness, understanding,
and revival of Nebraska through re-evaluating and expanding program requirements at I-80 rest areas. Treating
the rest areas as a interstate nodal park system will help
break up the monotony of I-80. A speciﬁc analyzation, critique, and re-creation of one area will deﬁne the project.
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I-80 is a means to an end; its primary goal is to provide a quick, safe way to get from A to B. It
provides wide lanes, fast driving, and little opportunity for imagination. Nebraska, unfortunately, has taken this role in stride and provides a lack of self-promotion and identity. Key areas
along the interstate are the rest (safety) areas, they provide safe areas to stop and take a rest in
Nebraska. The monotonous interstate will take its toll on drivers and passengers alike forcing
this change of pace. This is a beautiful state that beckons to be presented to the travelers, but
the concrete path is dominant and the rest areas highlight a proposed ideal (oasis) and not the
actual beautiful land in land which they lie.
Currently, the areas are little more than brick rest room facilities that display a lack of plans to
promote environmental awareness, pride, or leadership for the state. Existing conditions display their attempt to relate to the American dream of a nice plush green front-yard, but when
at least two-thirds of Nebraska is experiencing extreme drought something needs to be reconsidered. These oases are believed to make visitors feel safe, but really they are taking our state’s
underground water reserves from others that survive on it. Any integration or representation
of the surrounding lands, cultures, or architecture is shrugged oﬀ as multiple uni-designed
units are employed to provide the basics but go little further. These shelters provide a rhythmic
repetitiveness that follows the interstate and drives people further into fatigue and boredom.
Initially these areas were meant to provide basic provisions for long trips across the country.
They oﬀer rest rooms, drinking water, and a place to rest or regain some energy to keep driving.
Safety is the key concern with the stops and always will be, but with the progression of time
the other programs and the areas themselves need to be updated and pushed forward. This is
a great opportunity for Nebraska to prove that it is moving ahead in time and not content to
remain ﬁxed and stagnant.
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NEBRASKA.

Background research was conducted on all 25 of
the rest areas. From there nine areas were selected, from Omaha to Grand Island, to be physically
analyzed and further researched. The selection
criteria was fairly ﬂexible, but was rigid enough to
come up with a ﬁnal selection. These sites were
evaluated on their surroundings, existing programmatic oﬀerings, land availability, possibility
to connect with nearby programs, and there overall ability to adapt into the nodal park system.
I reduced the ﬁnal number of choices down to
three, Lincoln, Blue River, and the Grand Island
stops. Ultimately the Grand Island areas provided
the best opportunity for the project. I now had to
formulate a plan to unite the two areas into one
cohesive unit.
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GRAND ISLAND : WB08
research / analysis: 8

GRAND ISLAND : EB09
research / analysis:
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GRAND ISLAND: WB08

GRAND ISLAND: EB09

MORMON ISLAND +

• Milepost: 316.52
• Size (rank): 5.2 acres (24)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1378 visitors/day (3)
• I-80 Travel Rate: 21,260 vehicles/day
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1900’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Grand Island #171 (1.5mi
W. of Rest Area)

• Milepost: 314.93
• Size (rank): 23.5 acres (6)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 889 visitors/day (11)
• I-80 Travel Rate: 21,260 vehicles/day
• Special Info: summer tourist info & small
ﬁshing lake
• Elevation: 1870’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Grand Island #171 (2.5mi
E. of Rest Area)
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Erma’s Desire
(John Raimondi)

• Milepost: 312
• Size: approx. 700 acres (SRA, NDOR Wetlands, and Private Pasture Land)
• Usage Rate (2003): 497 visitors/day
• I-80 Travel Rate: 21,260 vehicles/day
• Hwy281 Travel Rate: 13,665 vehicles/day
• Locust St. Travel Rate: 5,980 vehicles/day
• Special Info: two ﬁshing lakes, tent and rv
camping, one wetland lake
• Elevation: 1870’
• Topographic Region: Valleys

notes: Visited 09.03.04

• Contains 3 Lakes (including NDOR land)
• At the intersection of I-80 and Hwy 281
• Between Hastings and Grand Island
• At the point where I-80 and Platte River
cross
• Large plot of land allows more program
• SRA Built in 1960’s
• Near annual crane landing sites
• Possibility for integration with Platte River
• Approx. 2 mi to American Discovery Trail

notes: Visited 09.03.04

notes: Visited 09.15.04

New building style. Tourist oﬃce closed.
Short path to fence-line, nice to escape I-80,
but really small.

New building style.
Large site with lake and sculpture, huge green
space (too much grass?), lake would have been
nice but all of the ﬁsh had been killed, no path
around the lake, not good access to the lake
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EB09

WB08
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660ft

1320ft

2640ft

Originally Mormon Island SRA was going to be the
entire site, but as research expanded the addition of
the other two parcels became necessary. Including
the NDOR wetlands was a choice based on the need
to expand land typology and expand the range of native plants. This site gives the park a chance to broaden
its scope and ﬁnally combine two lands that long ago
should have been joined. Expanding south of I-80 allows for the eastbound exit to come right oﬀ of that side
and go down into the park. The private pasture land offers a prime piece to construct an agricultural landscape
on and interact with the rest of the park. The park, as a
whole, in connected under I-80 at two points; one being where the interstate crosses over a previous section
of railroad, and the other is where the Platte crosses under on the eastern side of the pasture.

NDOR WETLANDS
MORMON ISLAND SRA

The possibilities of this site are endless, now the challenge will be to create a cohesive park that supports
both an interstate rest area and a state recreational
area.

PRIVATE PASTURE LAND
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h i s •t o •r y
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The whole island was originally named for the
Mormon settlers that stopped briefly one winter on their way west. Mormon Island SRA was
c r e a t e d i n t h e 1 9 6 0 ’s c o n c u r r e n t l y w i t h t h e
construction of Interstate -80. Former director
of the Games and Parks Commission, Mel Steen,
realized both the opportunity and problem
with the ‘borrow’ pits being created for I-80.
H e p r o p o s e d u s i n g t h e ‘c h a i n o f l a k e s ’ f o r t h e
creation of recreational areas along the interstate from Grand Island to Hershey. Mormon
I s l a n d ’s l o c a t i o n a t t h e i n t e r s e c t i o n o f H w y 2 8 1
and I-80 led it to become a highly developed
area for this system. It also has the largest
lake in the chain, at 46 acres. The park itself
has not been significantly updated since its inception and maintains a rustic park quality.
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Existing Program:
(diagram)

CORE:
• REST
ROOMS
• RUNNING
WATER
• DRINKING
WATER
• CAR AND
TRUCK
PARKING
Additional Programs:
• Pet Exercise Areas
• Children Play Areas
• Picnic Tables/Shelters
• Tourist Info (summers only and not all rest areas)
• Historical Markers (most areas)
• Bicentennial Sculptures (8 of 25 areas)
• Small Fishing Lakes (4 of 25 areas)
• NE Maps (most areas)
• Pay Phones
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Park Program:
The creation of a nodal park system will allow travelers
of I-80 to participate in Nebraska, and not simply pass
through. These parks are meant to provide a relaxing,
re-energizing break in the interstate uniformity. Use
of the parks will provide travelers a better idea of
Nebraska’s cultural, agricultural, created, and native
landscapes. Progress, plans, and visions of Nebraska,
and more speciﬁcally each area, will be presented
within the parks to provide the visitors with an
expanded view of the surroundings. With the Grand
Island stops, creating awareness and possibly a connection to the American Discovery Trail will be important, as this could be a popular local feature. The space
between Grand Island and Hastings provides the areas
with a wide-range of visitors and a great possibility to
provide more than other rest areas.
Providing interactive, interesting, and informative
surroundings will create better learning and energizing rest points for travelers of the interstate system. A
nodal park system will give people many opportunities
to get a better understanding and idea of Nebraska.
The interstate is build for speed, and that
creates the monotony, but if people take
the extra ﬁve minutes to relax, learn, and
experience, the safety and awareness of the
drivers will be increased. This correlation is
mutually beneﬁcial to the drivers and the
state; when people take the time to learn
about the state it increases Nebraska’s proﬁle and it allows them to regain the energy
and focus to continue on their trip.

Existing Core Land Programs:
• truck and car parking
Existing Additional Land Programs:
• pet areas
• children play area
• picnic tables/shelters
• swimming beach
• ﬁshing area
Park Programs: site needs
• development of areas as a system of I-80 parks
• promotion of environmental awareness
• more integration with art
• open public park land: suﬃcient land
• nature walks with local ﬂora/fauna
• viewpoints: important or prominent views
• trails within site
• connection to other trails: connectability to existing trails
• meeting area for various groups: suﬃcient land
• connection to existing parks/wildlife areas: areas that are nearby
• removal from I-80 monotony
• de-familiarization experiences
• I-80 access
• Hwy281 access
Possible Land Program Additions: site needs
• new children play areas
• replacing water demanding grass with short native prairie grass
• native plant area
• learning campus for new farming methods: suﬃcient land
• possible UNL ag-research extension area
• experimental agriculture ﬁelds
• rv dumping/reﬁlling station (h2o)
• rv overnight parking and hook-up: suﬃcient land
• small campground: suﬃcient land
• star-viewing platform: low light pollution
• land art area
• bike paths
• bike shelter
• bike rental: connection to or creation of trail
• expanded vending oﬀering
• tire pumps
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Possible Land Program Additions (cont.)
• ice skating area
• running path
• walking path
• rowing course
• wind farm
• solar farm
• tree farm
• ﬁsh hatchery
• orchard
• cross country running path
• cross country skiing path
• ﬁsh cleaning area
• canoe area
• farm storage
• ranger station
• farm buildings
• green house
• historical connections to the area
• sport courts

The purpose behind the creation of the rest
areas was interstate safety and convenience, and these will still remain the core
of the program, but with the increased and
varied usage of the interstate a revised
program will be created.
Building Program Rest Area:
The building core will still contain rest rooms, telephones, running water, and drinking water, but the
means in which these are provided will be reconsidered to create a forward-looking vision, and not
remain in the past because that is how it has always
been done. Tourist information centers are going to be
updated to allow for a more interactive environment,
one that allows people to realize that there are interesting things to see and do in Nebraska. Inclusion of
virtual reality, computer-based, or other information
technology will be examined to see if inclusion will
promote curiosity/tourism. This area of the program
can also easily incorporate weather and road condition
information for travelers.
Being a building representing Nebraska and its goals
and visions, a respectful view towards the environment will be important. Examining environmentally
conscious energy sources, building materials, and
learning centers will be a focal point of the building
and area.

Existing Core Building Programs:
• rest rooms
• running water
• drinking water
• pay phones
Existing Additional Building Programs:
• tourist info (summer only)
• NE maps (some areas)
Building Program Additions: site needs
• current weather conditions at all rest areas
• integration with the surrounding land/architecture
• energy eﬃcient alternatives for heating/cooling: energy-eﬃcient options (wind, solar, geo-thermal, etc.)
• more integration with art
• area for local community advertisements
• interactive tourist computers
• promotion of environmental awareness
• emergency shelter
• theatrical involvement = tourism info in virtual reality
• well-lit facilities
• meeting area for various groups: suﬃcient land
Possible Building Program Additions: site needs
• learning campus for new farming methods: suﬃcient land
• interactive dvd check-out
• internet connections (wireless)
• restaurant
• ﬁlling station
• expanded vending oﬀering: cooperation with visually impaired group
• State Patrol oﬃce
• current event calendar
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high program option

low program option
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precedent time line
1982/83

parc de la villette (france)
BERNARD TSCHUMI
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1995

uit de klei getrokken (netherlands)
BUREAU VISTA

1997

oita agricultural park (japan)
TOYO ITO

1997

2001

BUREAU VISTA

FIELD OPERATIONS

zanderij crailo (netherlands)

freshkills park (united states)
1999

parc downsview park (canada)
competition ﬁnalists

1} THE BROWNE AND STOREY TEAM
2} THE CORNER AND ALLEN TEAM
3} THE FOA TEAM
4} THE OMA TEAM*
5} THE TSCHUMI TEAM
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prec·e·dent, n. an act or instance that may be used
as an example in dealing with subsequent similar
instances; something done or said that may serve
as an example or rule to authorize or justify a subsequent act of the same or an analogous kind; a
person or thing that serves as a model; a preceding
circumstance or condition; an antecedent; hence, a
prognostic; a token; a sign. [Obs.]
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1982/83
parc de la villette (france)
BERNARD TSCHUMI
size:
136 acres
design philosophy:
Parc de la Villette is designed on a system of points, lines, and
surfaces. These pieces create the interplay of the park through
their interaction. Points, or the system of follies, is overlaid on the
park and employed as the program blocks. These pieces manifest
themselves into large red objects meant to hold or support different sets of program. The lines, walkways, form the pathways
throughout the park and interact with the other two organizing
systems. Last there are the surfaces, prairies, which provide the
openness in the suburban park. these areas are often used for
sport activities and other recreation.
connection to iPARK80:
The attraction to Park de la Villette lies in two aspects of the park,
its organizational system and its relatively ﬂat topography. In this
park the layout is the success of the park, the three interacting
systems create a varied and unique park. Though the park had
little existing topography the elements within combine to give
the impression of a rolling site. There is a lot of interplay with the
vertical dimension on site and this portrays a greater amount of
change than actually exists.
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1995
uit de klei getrokken (netherlands)
BUREAU VISTA
size:
1236 acres
design philosophy:
This design strategy seeks to contrast the existing polder grid
layout, by letting the ‘natural’ landscape take over the contained
boundaries. Through the planned time frame of 80 years the land
growth will change considerably from where they began the process. The strategy is to create a minimal care system that adjusts
the water-table to the desired level, has a rapid initial growth
create, and allows for recreation within the site.
connection to iPARK80:
This park allows for many of the interactions with nature that
iPARK80 seeks to accommodate. Allowing people to directly
experience this designed nature will provide the visitors with a
better appreciation and understanding of the process and life. The
park take an ambitious, but practical look at the land and how to
change it over time to produce the desired outcome.
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1997
zanderij crailo (netherlands)
BUREAU VISTA
size:
unknown
design philosophy:
One of the major concerns in the Netherlands is the
disjointing of the natural areas by man-made impositions. This is isolating wildlife and plant life and slowly
pushing them out the their habitats. Bureau Vista
proposed and built what they title an’ ecological bridge’
over a quarry, railroad track and roadway. This area
creates a series of sandpit lakes, wildlife areas, and
recreational spots. The park was conceived as a means
to protect and nourish the wildlife while also providing
for recreational opportunities.
connection to iPARK80:
There are two major connections within this project to
iPARK80. First, there is the proposal to deal with a
major separation within the land (I-80 and the Platte).
Second, both of these projects propose combining
native landscapes and recreational activities. These are
not always successful connections, but in the case of
Zanderij Crailo they succeeded.
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1997
oita agricultural park (japan)
TOYO ITO
size:
297 acres
design philosophy:
By oﬀering visitors a variety of agricultural activities and
experiences these people will take back a better understanding and appreciation for agriculture. The project develops into
a long building dividing parking from plaza and consequently
the lake. The hope is that by providing people with a varied
program selection relating to agriculture this will spawn a
regrowth and awareness for the practice.
connection to iPARK80:
Oita provides the ﬁrst large-scale project that tries to encourage the promotion and understanding of agriculture in a park
setting with other recreational activities. This project helps
to see one example of how these programs were combined,
and what was included in the project. Their goal in the project
is the same as my approach for the rest area of iPARK80;
that by involving people in agriculture and diﬀerent related
programs these people will then have a new appreciation and
view toward the practice.
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1999
parc downsview park (canada)
competition ﬁnalists

1} THE BROWNE AND STOREY TEAM
2} THE CORNER AND ALLEN TEAM
3} THE FOA TEAM
4} THE OMA TEAM*
5} THE TSCHUMI TEAM
size:
320 acres
competition philosophy:
Of the 179 entries into the competition only ﬁve made it as ﬁnalists. These ﬁve
focused on similar issues, but approached them in very diﬀerent manners. Three of the
consistent themes were; ﬁrst creating a structure of the park but allowing change over
time, creating new ecological prototypes and systems for the park, and the working as
multidisciplinary teams to create the projects. The park needed to interact with the
abandoned military base and provide a new ecological, recreational, and structural
order of the landscape, while still being open to future change and evolution.
connection to iPARK80:
The combination of recreation and ecological design make this a project worth looking
at. Also, the diﬀerent manners in which the teams approached the problems and their
solutions help in focusing on the diﬀerent aspects of a large-scale park. Interaction and
movement through the park are key focal points of the projects and will be important in
the design of iPARK80.
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2001
freshkills park (united states)
FIELD OPERATIONS
size:
2200 acres
design philosophy:
Creating a large urban recreational park, redeveloping native wetlands, and providing a new
ecological basis for a previous landﬁll. The
winning entrant developed a scheme to restore
a large amount of the land to its previous natural
state and develop a third of the site into a highly
programmed recreational area.
connection to iPARK80:
Preserving, restoring, and creating landscape, are
the similarities between the projects. They both
seek to provide a large array of recreational options
while also protecting and redeveloping the landscape. The integration of a large system of varied
pathways provides the linking between more
individualized programs. These paths become the
network of the landscape and the connection of
the parts to the whole.
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rest area

Melia Hil Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 431.60
• Size (rank): 11.4 acres (t16)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 12/45
• Usage Rate (rank): 1067 visitors/day (8)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1200’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: The Great Platte Valley #61

02
Platte River Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 425.08
• Size (rank): 36.8 acres (3)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 10/45
• Usage Rate (rank): 1113 visitors/day (6)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1150’
• Topographic Region: Rolling Hills
• Historic Marker: The Platte River
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Memorial to the American
Bandshell (Richard Field)

notes:

PARK80

notes:

01
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03
Lincoln Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 405.12
• Size (rank): 33 acres (4)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 15/60
• Usage Rate (rank): 584 visitors/day (18)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1200’
• Topographic Region: Rolling Hills
• Historic Marker: The City of Lincoln #257, Nebraska’s
Prairie Plants #256

notes:

04

Blue River Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 381.29
• Size (rank): 17.3 acres (10)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1421 visitors/day (2)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 1420’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: The Big Blue River #180
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Arrival (Paul von Ringelheim)

notes:

05
Goehner Rest Area WB

06
York Rest Area WB

• Milepost: 375.50
• Size (rank): 9.3 acres (19)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1344 visitors/day (5)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 1528’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Tall Grass Prairie #179

notes:

• Milepost: 355.23
• Size (rank): 6.72 acres (22)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 867 visitors/day (12)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1630’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Nebraska City-Fort Kearny Cut-Oﬀ #174
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Crossing the Plains (Bradford
Graves)

notes:

PARK80

rest area
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rest area

York Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 350.80
• Size (rank): 2.02 acres (25)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1111 visitors/day (7)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1660’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker:

08
Grand Island Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 316.52
• Size (rank): 5.2 acres (24)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1378 visitors/day (3)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 1900’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Grand Island #171 (1.5mi W. of Rest Area)

notes:

09
Grand Island Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 314.93
• Size (rank): 23.5 acres (6)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 889 visitors/day (11)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info & small ﬁshing lake
• Elevation: 1870’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Grand Island #171 (2.5mi E. of Rest Area)
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Erma’s Desire (John Raimondi)

notes:

PARK80

notes:

07
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10

Kearney Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 270.94
• Size (rank): 22.3 acres (7)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1367 visitors/day (4)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info & small ﬁshing lake
• Elevation: 2155’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: The Great Plains #202
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Nebraska Wind Sculpture (George
Baker)

notes:

11

12
Cozad Rest Area WB

Kearney Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 269.04
• Size (rank): 7.4 acres (21)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 1496 visitors/day (1)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info & small ﬁshing lake
• Elevation: 2165’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: Kearney-Fort Kearny #200, Gibbon #201

notes:

• Milepost: 227.46
• Size (rank): 5.6 acres (23)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 965 visitors/day (9)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 2450’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: Central Platte Valley #181

notes:

PARK80

rest area
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rest area

Cozad Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 226.73
• Size (rank): 7.9 acres (20)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 849 visitors/day (13)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 2450’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: Central Platte Valley #182

14
Brady Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 194.35
• Size (rank): 10.9 acres (18)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 18/45
• Usage Rate (rank): 847 visitors/day (14)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 2680’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: Road Ranches along the Platte #194

notes:

15
Brady Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 193.75
• Size (rank): 55.9 acres (2)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 22/45
• Usage Rate (rank): 930 visitors/day (10)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: small ﬁshing lake
• Elevation: 2680’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: Fort McPherson and North Platte #193
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Nebraska Gateway (Anthony
Padovano)

notes:

PARK80

notes:
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Sutherland Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 159.94
• Size (rank): 11.4 acres (t16)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 692 visitors/day (17)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 2990’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: The Great Platte River Road #111

notes:

16

17
Sutherland Rest Area EB

18
Ogallala Rest Area WB

• Milepost: 159.60
• Size (rank): 16.2 acres (12)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 808 visitors/day (15)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 3000’
• Topographic Region: Valleys
• Historic Marker: The Great Platte River Road #110

notes:

• Milepost: 132.55
• Size (rank): 13.2 acres (15)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 540 visitors/day (19)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 3165’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker:
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Up/Over (Linda Howard)

notes:

PARK80

rest area
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rest area

Ogallala Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 124.66
• Size (rank): 14.6 acres (14)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/36
• Usage Rate (rank): 772 visitors/day (16)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 3230’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker:

20
Chappell Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 87.64
• Size (rank): 15.6 acres (13)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 269 visitors/day (25)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 3650’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Court House Rock, Chimney Rock, and
Scott’s Bluﬀ #97, Ash Hollow #98, Ogallala and the Platte
Valley #97

notes:

21
Chappell Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 82.40
• Size (rank): 17.8 acres (9)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 312 visitors/day (24)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 3750’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Historic Lodgepole Creek Valley #316, The
Great Platte River Road #113, Julesburg and Fort Sedgwick
#112, Big Springs #114

notes:

PARK80

notes:

19
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22

Sidney Rest Area WB
• Milepost: 61.37
• Size (rank): 20.6 acres (8)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 374 visitors/day (22)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 4220’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Sidney-Cheyenne County #209
• Bicentennial Sculpture: Roadway Conﬂuence (Hans Van
de Bovenkamp)

notes:

23

24
Kimball Rest Area WB

Sidney Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 51.40
• Size (rank): 77.8 acres (1)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 12/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 461 visitors/day (20)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 4240’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Cheyenne County #208, Geology #209A

notes:

• Milepost: 25
• Size (rank): 27.2 acres (5)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 349 visitors/day (23)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info:
• Elevation: 4740’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker:

notes:

PARK80

rest area
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rest area

25

Kimball Rest Area EB
• Milepost: 9.83
• Size (rank): 16.5 acres (11)
• Parking (trucks/cars): 7/27
• Usage Rate (rank): 395 visitors/day (21)
• I-80 Travel Rate:
• Special Info: summer tourist info
• Elevation: 5090’
• Topographic Region: Plains
• Historic Marker: Nebraska #166, Kimball County #165

PARK80

notes:
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iPARK80 utilizes land, plantings, and built form to create spaces for various programs within an interconnected

park system. The project draws inspiration from the site itself and the possibility of combining multiple conﬂicting programs, landscapes, and ideas.
Creation of space within the park utilizes 5 major design elements; water, ﬁeld, tree, path, and building which
are manifestations of the following standard architectural conventions; boundary, ﬂoor, ceiling, wall, circulation,
and enclosure. With these elements a wide range of scales are formed and create the appropriate size for each
program. The overall dimension of the park is vast, but by using the diﬀerent conventions, especially the ‘walls’
and ‘ceilings’ a more personal scale can be achieved.
Conﬂicting landscapes and users create a degree of tension within the park, and these interactions provide
unique experiences for the users. The interstate cutting through the park creates the most visible discord within
the site. I-80 divides the northern (‘native’) and southern (agriculture) halves of the site, which then each adopt
distinct landscape features. Using the rest area as the central hub combines the majority of the park’s users to
one main point where they can interact with other park users.
iPARK80’s central quickstop park, from north to south, with the buildings and land will be the focus for the remainder of the project. The mall is the main artery of the park and maintains its own identity while relating to the
entire park.

constructed regionalism
-creating a representational local NE landscape park while acknowledging and capitalizing on
the notion that the site is 90% man-made
5-minute quickstop park within a park
-providing a miniature park which maintains and highlights elements of the entire system
accommodation and distinction of land-types and users
-creation of a park to host rest area and recreational users while providing both with 2 distinct
landscapes; agriculture and regional ‘native’
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this map of NE highlights the rest areas, agricultural regions, historic trails, the platte river, and i-80.
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this map of NE highlights the rest areas, elevation changes, the platte river, and i-80.
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mormon island
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- within a 20 mile radius from
the site there are more than
����������������

76,609 inhabitants from over
14 communities.
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- grand island is only 6 miles
north of the site, while hastings lies 18 miles south.
������������������������

- the interstate brings 21,260

�������������

vehicles/day through the site
- between hwy281 and locust
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street, another 19,645 people
travel by the site
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- in 2003, mormon island had
181,405 visitors, 497/day
- the two grand island rest ar-
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eas which iPARK80 is combining and replacing had
827,455

visitors

in

2003,

��������������������
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which breaks down to
2267/day
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PRIVATE PASTURE LAND
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660ft

1320ft

2640ft
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building labels

site labels

planting labels

1 ranger’s house
2 ﬁsh area / rest rooms
3 research farm buildings / rest rooms
4 camping building / rest rooms
5 rest area
6 agriculture viewing platform
7 platte viewing deck
8 platte viewing deck
9 observation tower
10 greenhouse / rest rooms
11 tree area
12 rest rooms
12 wetland study center
14 wild horse building
15 rest rooms

a n. hwy 281 entrance
b s. hwy 281 entrance
c timber harvest area
d agroforestry ﬁelds
e rotating crop ﬁelds
f ﬁshing lake
g campsite
h wildﬂower harvest ﬁelds
i recreational lake
j ‘quickstop’ park
k bmx/skate park
l parking lot
m sod/activity ﬁelds
n apple orchard
o christmas tree farm
p wetland lake
q wild horse area
r locust street entrance

1 tall, dense shrubs (8-12’ tall)
2 short shrubs (1-3’)
3 wildﬂower mix (1-5’)
4 short native grass (3-6”)
5 medium prairie grass (2-3’)
6 tall prairie grass (4-6’)
7 short prairie grass (6-12”)
8 shallow lake w/grass mounds
9 large grass mounds (5-15’)
10 marsh and reeds (4-6’)
11 row crop (2-9’)
12 row crop (2-9’)
13 wildﬂower harvest (1-5’)
14 grass mix (2-8”)
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33’ 66’
0’

660’

(1 acre = 66’ x 660’)

264’

1 minute walking

528’

2 minutes walking

(1 acre = 66’ x 660’)

792’

1056’

3 minutes walking

4 minutes walking

1 Minute Avg. Walking Distance

0’
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50’

100’

200’
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1320’

5 minutes walking
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iPARK80

organizational grid laid out in a land section
breakdown of ten acre segments (660’ x 660’).

ten acre grid distorted at proposed high
density programmatic areas. the warping
grid began to have a gravitational pull to the
major site intersections.

process: 70

the human scale was being lost through the
park, so a minute walking grid was employed to locate program areas in 5-minute
increments. the 5-minute walks were short
enough to draw people out into the park and
yet maintain the desired levels of density.

the ten acre grid had no direct relationship to the site and was a generic overlay. the park
needed a more site speciﬁc organizational system to allow the scale and personality of the site
to show. these two renditions proposed using shifted 1-acre grids to become the organization
of path, program, and deﬁnition. acreage number of the park stayed the same, but the grid
began to be better contained within the site boundaries.

process:

71

using the same ideas mentioned earlier, this
scheme used a vacuum to draw people into
certain areas and a smaller grid of 1-acre.
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process:

75

this was the ﬁnal overall site plan
that was developed for the park.
major explorations within structure,
paths, and program placement led
to this plan. there are three levels
of paths; program connectors, scenic, and minor direct paths. these
paths connect the program which
was laid out on a shifted 5-minute
walking grid with the high proﬁle/
density programs at the arrival and
more secluded programs spread
through the site. this layout allowed for a variety of population
densities in the diﬀerent sectors
of the park, so visitors can determine what type of visit they want
to experience. the northern, ‘native,’ site relies on the walking grid
for organization while the southern, agriculture, site is divided into
10-acre parcels and planted and
laid out within that conﬁne. the
quickstop park is the connector of
the northern and southern halves
and contains the primary program
pieces; rest area, observation tower, and ag center. these buildings
would become the major pieces of
the park and allow both long-term
and short-term visitors to experience and enjoy. the rest area is the
site ﬁlter and major path intersection. it allows people to spread
out into the park and creates the
entry and exit point for the park.

process: 76

observation tower

rest area

ag center
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rest area: the idea for the rest area was simple; provide enough to satisfy needs and provoke people to move out into
the site. initially the structure worked as a sculptural object on the landscape. it was a smooth ribbon containing all
of the program and opening views out to the lake. with the progression of the project the building sank into the landscape and merged with the land. this allowed the building to support program while also being path and landscape.
the rest area provided basic program of rest rooms, a site information area, courtyard, and an equipment rental area.

in this iteration an undulating ribbon tied the
programmatic requirements together. it was
overlaid with a mesh grid that provided varying densities as necessary.

these schemes began to explore the relationship of the various surfaces within the building and
how they could be used to form one another. the ﬂoor becomes walls which in-turn become the
ceiling. the inclosed space was minimized to allow people more outdoor experiences.

with the idea of attaching all program together with a singular form this new ribbon emerged, allowing program to be moved closer to the parking
area and also using the walk to the lake as a deﬁned path. the program met the visitors and then made it possible for people to get above the land
or go right out to the lake. again, the problem was that there was no connection to the landscape and it was another sculptural object.

process: 80

the ‘container’ became more singular and allowed diﬀerent framing of the landscape while protecting views of the lake. either way the tube was
positioned it was either cutting views of the lake or land oﬀ and subsequently was altered. it did provide an eﬃcient means of directing traﬃc and
managing space.

using a simple exploded box and a lightscape the building made its own topography
that began to emulate the existing landscape
while providing space for the program.

this was the ﬁnal sketch model before the design made its way through schematic design.
the building had a very strong relationship to the new topography and now the building was
deﬁned by the land. essentially it was carved out of the built up mound-scape and connected
parking to the lake while hosting the various programmatic functions.

process:

81

ag center: the ag center spawned from
the idea making a place for non-farmers
and farmers to come and learn about
agriculture in NE. the building was situated in a spot that combined ‘native’ NE
ag (corn, wheat, etc.) with newer additions (wildﬂower harvesting, sod ﬁelds,
and tree plantings). this structure was
connected with the land from the beginning, but never knew exactly what it
was going to be. eventually the building was a cafe, store and small learning
center for NE agriculture and products.

with this scheme the ag center would blend
into the landscape from the north and open
up to the south. there would be an enclosed
multi-purpose room that would open views
up in three diﬀerent directions and exterior
spaces were created through crops during
the growing seasons.

related to the ﬁrst idea this began to include more deﬁned reconstruction of the landscape and
a better relationship to the center of the quickstop mall and the northern half. the sculpted
mounds framed the central space of the building and deﬁned the areas of higher activity.

process: 84

again the mounds play an important roll in deﬁning the structure, but the east side is the major piece. the sod was meant to grow on the built up
area and create a place to view the athletic activities from while experiencing the earth. the ﬂower mound creates a place where the plantings will
begin to undulate with the topography. the idea of the path has guided the construction of the mounds. the ag center is a place where people can
view all levels of agriculture and see it from the ground to the sky.

process:

85

observation tower: lying approximately three minutes (walk) away
from the rest area, the observation tower held an important and
diﬃcult job of luring visitors out
through the park and creating a
prominent symbol for the park.
though the tower was only 100’ tall
it easily dominated the ﬂat landscape. the tower went through a
wide variety of iterations to make
it something interesting to walk up
to, look through and be looked at.

the initial designs for the tower sought to frame certain views and then
open the other views in a grand panoramic. these blades or ribbons
would structure the tower while also guiding view-frames.

these pieces explored the idea of making the tower a very heavy and
dominant piece that the stairs would wind up inside the form and in
certain places poke out of the gap and allow people to explore diﬀerent viewpoints.

with these schemes the event of the climb began to be explored and
changed. the majority of the time spent in the tower was probably going
to be the ascending or descending and these pieces wanted to highlight
those experiences.

one of the original wraps reappeared in these pieces while it was inﬁlled with vertical ﬁns. the ﬁns framed vertical slices of the landscape
and were constantly changing as one move through the tower. in
the ﬁnal piece the stairways were carved out of the ﬁns.

process: 88

process:
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a_christmas tree farm = condensed linear spaces
b_ﬁshing lake with native planting berms = open space with ﬁngers dividing the lake
c_i-80 barrier = deﬁned axial path with frame
d_rest rooms with a view = space that opens up to the site
e_path interaction = paths meeting at building location
f_agriculture ﬁeld = vast, organized area
g_wetland walkway = path condition entering into a clearing
h_connector path and car path = representation of observation tower coming out of site
i_path as program and connector path = plantings creating a condensed space
j_ﬁshing lake = large open space
k_platte viewing area = perimeter path and quickstop park ending at the platte viewing area
l_sod/activity ﬁeld = open multipurpose ﬁelds
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RArea
iPARK80’s location along I-80 makes it an ideal place to create a joined rest area while providing a staring point
for people to explore the park. the rest area funnels people from the large parking lot to the central-most
of the three large lakes. people move along an earth-layer wall that represents the variety of soils and earth
found throughout the state. the rest area is sunk into the landscape and provides a framed path to the lake.
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AgCTR
iPARK80’s agricultural center is a place to
experience the horizontal nature of Nebraska’s landscape on a variety of levels. structure becomes an inter-weaved knot tying
into and rising above the land to provide a
wide array of possible activities and experiences. this piece is where local agriculture
and agricultural methods are mixed with
a variety of other ‘foreign’ agriculture, not
typically known in Nebraska. the program
is to create a cafe/store where local and
site goods are consumed and purchased
while also experiencing the landscape.

roof plan

ﬂoor plan
ﬁnal design: 108

site plan

section
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ﬁnal design: 110

ﬁnal design:

111

obTOWER
iPARK80’s situation in a low, ﬂat river valley provides the park with a good opportunity for people to get out and explore the entire park. an observation
tower allows for patrons to see what is
happening throughout the park and beyond. this tower is meant to be another
way to experience the horizontal, but
carried through by framing horizontal
segments of the land as one ascends
the tower. open spaces within the tower provide for more panoramic views
and a larger reading of the landscape.
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